We propose a tensor network method for investigating strongly disordered systems that is based on an adaptation of entanglement renormalization [G. Vidal, Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 220405 (2007)]. This method makes use of the strong disorder renormalization group to determine the order in which lattice sites are coarse-grained, which sets the overall structure of the corresponding tensor network ansatz, before optimization using variational energy minimization. Benchmark results from the disordered XXZ model demonstrates that this approach accurately captures ground state entanglement in disordered systems, even at long distances. This approach leads to a new class of efficiently contractible tensor network ansatz for 1D systems, which may be understood as a generalization of the multi-scale entanglement renormalization ansatz (MERA) for disordered systems.
We propose a tensor network method for investigating strongly disordered systems that is based on an adaptation of entanglement renormalization [G. Vidal, Phys. Rev. Lett. 99, 220405 (2007) ]. This method makes use of the strong disorder renormalization group to determine the order in which lattice sites are coarse-grained, which sets the overall structure of the corresponding tensor network ansatz, before optimization using variational energy minimization. Benchmark results from the disordered XXZ model demonstrates that this approach accurately captures ground state entanglement in disordered systems, even at long distances. This approach leads to a new class of efficiently contractible tensor network ansatz for 1D systems, which may be understood as a generalization of the multi-scale entanglement renormalization ansatz (MERA) for disordered systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Disordered systems are naturally of interest in quantum many-body physics as real world materials are rarely perfect. Furthermore it is known that the presence of disorder can dramatically alter the properties of a system, as evidenced in the ground-breaking work of Anderson [1] which that showed that the amount of disorder in a non-interacting three dimensional electron system dictates whether the states are localized or extended. More recently there has been great excitement around the idea of many-body localization, which extends Anderson localization to interacting many-body systems [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Unfortunately, disordered systems can also be challenging to study using standard approaches. For instance the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) [6] [7] [8] [9] , which is otherwise regarded as an extremely reliable and robust method for 1D quantum systems, may have difficulty even for a relatively simple example like a 1D disordered Heisenberg model due to the presence of long range singlets in the ground state [10] [11] [12] [13] . On the other hand, specialist methods developed for disordered systems such as the strong disorder renormalization group (SDRG) method of Ma, Dasgupta and Hu [14, 15] may capture the qualitative features of the ground state entanglement, but generally only produce quantitatively precise results when the disorder is infinitely strong.
In this manuscript we propose and benchmark a new tensor network method designed for disordered systems. In most previous tensor network approaches the structure of the network, i.e. the pattern of how the tensors in the network are connected, is fixed independent of the problem under consideration whilst the parameters within the tensors are optimized variationally. Conversely, the method we introduce here is based on allowing both the structure of the tensor network as well as the parameters within the tensors to be adapted to the prob-lem under consideration. This idea is similar to previous work [12, 16] , which adapted a coarse-graining transformation, based on blocking together sites using isometries, to specific instances of a disordered system, and thus produced an approximation to the quantum ground state as a disordered tree tensor network (TTN). However, in the present work the coarse-graining transformation is based on entanglement renormalization [17] . This differs by including unitary disentanglers, such that the ground state is approximated as a generalized form of the multi-scale entanglement renormalization ansatz (MERA) [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Here we use SDRG to adapt the overall structure of the network to the problem under consideration, which helps ensure the qualitative features of the ground state entanglement are captured, before then applying variational sweeping to optimize the tensors and improve the quantitative accuracy significantly.
The manuscript is organized as follows: Section II provides an overview of some of the previous approaches to numerical strong disorder renormalization, and Sect. III discusses the problems of trying to combine SDRG with a variational tensor network algorithm. Section IV describes the newly proposed tensor network method for disordered systems, also outlining the variational optimization algorithm that is employed. Finally, Sect. V presents benchmark results for the disordered XX and Heisenberg (XXX) models, which are compared to various other numerical methods.
II. STRONG DISORDER RENORMALIZATION
In this section we review some of previous approaches proposed for strongly disordered systems. Let us consider the disordered XXZ model on a 1D lattice of spin- where s x , s y and s z are spin-1 2 matrices, with s ± = s x ± is y . Notice that the Heisenberg model when is recovered when the anisotropy is fixed at ∆ z = 1, while the XX model is when ∆ z = 0. Disorder is introduced in the couplings J i which are allowed to vary in strength with position; here we choose these couplings randomly between 0 < J i < J max according to some probability distribution P (J).
Many previous studies of the disordered Heisenberg model have used variants of the SDRG [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] , the archetypal method for the antiferromagnetic case was set out by Ma, Dasgupta and Hu [14, 15] . In this procedure the pair of spins with the strongest coupling J i are approximated as a singlet, and then second order perturbation theory is used to find an effective couplingJ i between the spins either side, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a) . This step is repeated to produce a random singlet phase, an example is given in Fig. 3(a) , where singlets created later on in the renormalization scheme can potentially span large distance scales. When averaged over many realizations of randomly chosen couplings J i , the spin-spin correlation function is known to obey an inverse-square power law decay and the entanglement entropy scales logarithmically in a manner consistent with an effective conformal field theory (CFT) of central charge c = 1 [28, 29] . More recent developments have included higher order components to increase the accuracy of observables such as the spin-spin correlation functions [30] , which is effectively an application of Wilson's numerical renormalization group (NRG) [31] to a system with many impurities. Later it was shown in Ref. 12 that this form of SDRG has an efficient tensor network representation in terms of an inhomogeneous TTN, where the structure is set by the renormalization order of the couplings, which we refer to as the tSDRG method. An example of a wavefunction produced from tSDRG is given in Fig. 3(b) . The basic building block of these wavefunctions are isometries v, which annihilate to an identity with their conjugates vv † = 1 1 as also depicted in Fig. 2(a) , and are responsible for coarse-graining two sites into a single effective site. In the tSDRG approach the isometries are found by diagonalizing the block Hamiltonian supported on the pair of sites with the strongest coupling. Whilst this method was shown to reproduce qualitative features of the correlation functions and entanglement entropy, the ground state energy was not given with high precision [12] . Although the accuracy of the energy could be improved through the subsequent use of a variational sweep to minimize the energy of the corresponding TTN, this was found to be at the expense of accuracy in the other features of the state. In particular, the energy minimization update favoured short-range correlations and ignored the long-range singlets, which are key to the proper characterization of the disordered ground states.
III. TENSOR NETWORKS AND DISORDER
The goal of this manuscript is to design a tensor network that can properly capture the structure of entanglement in a disordered ground state, in particular the pattern of long range singlets. Whereas the tSDRG approach constructs the TTN and sets the values in the tensors once, in this section we propose a more sophisticated network that allows a variational update whilst still capturing the long range entanglement. It follows the ideas of entanglement renormalization, employing unitary disentanglers in such a way as to modify the random singlet phase of SDRG to be relevant for finite systems with finite disorder. Fig. 1(a) , where the numbers show the order in which the singlets are created. (b) An inhomogeneous tree tensor network, composed of isometries that each map two sites to one, generated from the tS-DRG approach of Ref. [12] . (c) An instance of a disordered MERA, created through composition of the coarse-graining transformation from Fig. 1(c) .
Each step of the SDRG can be interpreted as a coarsegraining transformation that maps a lattice L to a new lattice L of two fewer sites by fixing two neighbouring spins, specifically those which possess the strongest coupling J i , in a singlet state as depicted in Fig. 1(a) . Here we propose two generalizations of this transformation, each a mapping from L to L . The first, presented in Fig.  1(b) , enacts a unitary disentangler u across the coupling J i to be renormalized before employing isometries v L and v R that each coarse-grain two sites into one. The second, presented in Fig. 1(c) , also enacts a unitary disentangler u across the coupling J i before employing additional unitary gates w L and w R with the boundary spins. The sites at the location of coupling J i are then fixed in an entangled singlet state, similar to SDRG. One should notice that if the spins associated to J i in the second scheme, Fig. 1(c) , were instead fixed as a product state then the first scheme of Fig. 1(b) is recovered. This follows as unitary gates w L and w R with a fixed (product state) input index can be simplified to isometries v L and v R , a property that allows the MERA to be interpreted both as a tensor network and as a quantum circuit [18] . As with other tensor network methods, we set an upper bound to the index dimensions of the tensors in order to truncate of the Hilbert space dimension for the coarse grained sites. This is known as setting the bond dimension χ.
These coarse-graining schemes satisfy two important properties. Firstly, it is easy to see that there exist choices of tensors in both schemes for which the singlet state of Fig. 1(a) is reproduced, thus they should at least match the effectiveness of the standard SDRG. Secondly it should be noted that these schemes preserve locality: any operator supported on two contiguous sites of the initial lattice L is mapped to an operator supported on two contiguous sites of the coarser lattice L . Hence it also follows that a nearest-neighbour Hamiltonian on L is mapped to a nearest-neighbour Hamiltonian on L . Preservation of locality is important in order to produce a computationally viable numerical algorithm as, in general, the cost of representing a local operator grows exponentially with the size of its support.
The proposed lattice transformations of Fig. 1 (b-c) can be seen to yield a class of tensor network ansatz, just as entanglement renormalization yields the class of tensor network known as the MERA. For a lattice L of N sites, we consider the class of tensor network that encompasses all possible ways of applying N/2 of the transformations from either Fig 1) sites. An example of a tensor network from this class is depicted in Fig. 3(c) . Importantly, one should notice that a standard MERA arises as a specific instance in this more general class. More precisely, the modified binary MERA, as introduced in [32] , can be understood as a particular (uniform) arrangement of the unit cell of Fig. 1(b) . Accordingly, we refer to class of tensor network that generalizes the MERA for disordered systems as a disordered MERA or dMERA. Notice that, as with the standard MERA, all instances of dMERA possess a bounded causal structure, due to the preservation of locality in the underlying coarse-graining transformation, and are thus efficiently contractible for expectation values of local observables and for correlation functions.
IV. ALGORITHM
In this section we discuss an algorithm for how the proposed coarse-graining transformations can be implemented for the study of disordered systems. This algorithm consists of a procedure for first determining the overall geometry of the dMERA tensor network, before then applying variational energy minimization to optimize the tensors. Here we use the original SDRG algorithm [14] to determine the network geometry, then build the tensor network by patterning the unit cell of isometric and unitary gates, as depicted in Fig. 1(b-c) , to match the order of singlets. An example of a random singlet state produced by SDRG and the corresponding dMERA is presented in Fig. 3(a,c) . In general, we employ the transformation of Fig. 1 (c) throughout, apart from when we wish to increase the bond dimension χ of the network (usually during the earlier RG steps). The reason is that, despite the block in Fig. 1(b) reducing the geometric distance between any two sites connected by a singlet [33] , the update process still tends to omit long range correlation. When the singlets are an explicit part of the coarse-graining block as in Fig. 1(c) , the long range properties are preserved.
Once the structure of the dMERA has been set, we then adapt the standard MERA energy minimization algorithm [19, 32] in order to optimize the tensors. Here we provide only an outline of the algorithm, the full details of which are provided in appendix A. In a similar manner to standard MERA, we optimize the tensors by means of a variational sweep over the layers of the network. Each layer is comprised of a coarse-graining block as depicted by Fig. 1(b-c) , which transforms between an initial lattice L and a coarser lattice L . Following the strategy proposed in Ref. 19 the tensors within the cell are updated by first computing their corresponding linearized environments from the coarse-grained Hamiltonian on lattice L and the two-site local reduced density matrices on lattice L , themselves obtained using the appropriate ascending and descending superoperators respectively. Each of the environments is then decomposed using a singular value decomposition (SVD) in order to find the new isometry or unitary that minimizes the (linearized) energy. The update is performed for all tensors within each layer, and sequentially over all layers, and this variational sweep is iterated until the tensors converge. All the manipulations required to optimize a dMERA scale as O(χ 7 ) in the bond dimension χ of the network.
Once the tensor network state is converged we then calculate expectation values and other properties of interest.
Calculating expectation values of one-and two-site operators is straightforward; one can simply use the ascending superoperators to coarse-grain the operator through the network as discussed in appendix B 1. As with optimization, this evaluation has the cost O(χ 7 ) in general but can be simplified to O(χ 6 ) for operators located on particular sites. Two-point correlation functions can also be efficiently computed by initially coarse-graining each of the operators separately and then fusing them into a single operator at the scale they meet. As with standard MERA, this may incur a higher computational cost as the fusion of the two operators may result in an operator with a larger support. As shown in appendix B 2, the full cost of calculating the correlation function can vary between O(χ 6 ) and O(χ 11 ) depending on the particular sites involves and the geometry of the network. Block entanglement entropy is one of the key quantities that will be analysed in sec. V, as one of the aims of this work is to achieve the correct entanglement structure of the wavefunction. However, the calculation of entanglement entropy is generally computationally difficult. Fortunately, the form of the tensor network alleviates this to some degree, as discussed in appendix B 3, such that the entanglement entropy can be computed from tensor network states with small χ.
V. RESULTS
In order to benchmark the proposed method we focus on the disordered anti-ferromagnetic XX and Heisenberg models, where ∆ z = 0, 1 in Eq. (1) respectively. We select coupling strengths 0 < J i < 1 from the strong disorder distribution [34] , which has the probability density function
where ∆ J ≥ 0 is the disorder strength. When ∆ J = 1 the distribution is uniform and when ∆ J → ∞ the distribution matches that of the infinite randomness fixed point. For the remainder of this paper we will concentrate on the stronger disorder regime, when ∆ J ≥ 1, as this tends to be more challenging for numerical tenchniques. Throughout this section we compare the efficacy of the dMERA with various other numerical methods, including the tSDRG algorithm [12] and DMRG, which is performed using the ITensor libraries [35] . It may be possible to obtain more accurate DMRG results by, for example, changing the algorithm to take into consideration inhomogeneities of the system [10, 11] or performing measurements at multiple χ and extrapolating to the χ → ∞ limit. Here we concentrate on a standard DMRG implementation without extrapolating so we can compare the finite χ performance of the algorithms. Finally we note that, as the XX model can be mapped to a free fermion model via a Jordan-Wigner transformation [34, 36] , we can obtain exact results to benchmark against, even for large system sizes.
A. The disordered XX model
We begin by applying a dMERA, built from composition of the unit cell depicted in Fig. 1(c) , of bond dimension χ = 2 to find the ground state of the (disordered) XX model. We observe that after optimization with any disorder strength, the unitaries w L,R , when viewed as a matrix between incoming and outgoing indices, may be written as
with θ L,R a free variational parameter. The disentanglers u converge to a fixed matrix,
that does not contain any free variational parameters. Therefore, in this setting, the χ = 2 dMERA is fully specified by L − 3 parameters, with L the system size. The optimization of this network can also be simplified from the general algorithm introduced in Sect. IV, as discussed in appendix C. Furthermore, one should notice that if all the angles are set to θ L = θ R = 0, then the w L,R become identity matrices and the the random singlet phase of SDRG is recovered. The reason that this parameterization arises is not clear to us, and a proof using analytic methods is beyond the scope of this paper.
In the absence of a proof, the numerical results in the rest of the section are performed using a full optimization, but the simplified update reproduces the results in all test cases. Results comparing how the average ground state entanglement entropy S A scales with block size L A for disorder strengths ∆ J = 1, 2, 4 are presented in Figure 4 . Note that we average both over all possible blocks of size L A and 50 different disorder configurations. The results demonstrate that dMERA, even when restricted to bond dimension χ = 2, reproduces the ground state entanglement accurately over the range of disorder strengths considered. In comparison the tSDRG algorithm has a tendency to over estimate the entanglement entropy, particularly when the disorder is small, yet still reproduces the expected logarithmic scaling. For small disorder, ∆ J = 1, we see that DMRG requires bond dimension χ = 50 in order to rival the accuracy of the χ = 2 dMERA, while for stronger disorder DMRG is substantially worse and the entanglement quickly saturates to a constant even for large bond dimension χ. Notice also that the results from standard SDRG become more accurate as the disorder increases, which is to be expected as the approach becomes exact in the limit of infinite disorder [37] .
The staggered two-point correlation functions s x1 . s x2 , computed from 50 site systems, are plotted in Fig. 5 . These have also been averaged both over all positions and over 100 disorder configurations. For length scales smaller than half the system size, the exact results demonstrate the characteristic power law decay of the random singlet phase, with an exponent that depends on the disorder strength ∆ J . While the χ = 2 dMERA does reproduce this power law decay, it tends to underestimate the correlation especially for weak disorder ∆ J = 1. However, the results are still significantly more accurate than those of the standard SDRG approach or from χ = 20 DMRG, where the correlations decay exponentially at larger distances. That the χ = 2 dMERA tends to underestimate correlators can be understood by analysing individual disorder realizations, where it can be seen that the problem occurs when the maximum coupling J i is not significantly stronger than one of its neighbours, J i−1 or J i+1 . In such instances the SDRG that is used to determine the structure of the dMERA is also less accurate; although optimization of the tensors allows the wavefunction to be improved the correlations still end up systematically smaller than they should be at larger separations. In disorder instances where the maximum coupling is much greater than its neighbours (J i J i−1 , J i+1 ), which is more likely to occur at stronger disorder ∆ J , we find that the correlation functions are faithfully reproduced by the χ = 2 dMERA.
B. The disordered Heisenberg model
We now address the disordered Heisenberg model, which has ∆ z = 1 in Eq. (1). This model no longer corresponds to free fermions and thus cannot be diagonalized exactly as with the XX model. Also, a dMERA of bond dimension χ = 2 is no longer viable as the set of unitary gates that preserve the SU (2) symmetry would be trivial; thus we increase the bond dimension to χ = 4, 8. Figure 6 shows the average entanglement S A for a 20 site system when averaged over 50 disorder realizations. One can infer a rough upper bound to the expected results from tSDRG, which tends to overestimate the entanglement, and a lower bound from SDRG, which tends to underestimate the entanglement. It appears that the approaches based on energy minimization, DMRG and the dMERA, underestimate the entanglement for small bond dimension, approaching from below as the bond dimension is increased. For small disorder, ∆ J = 1 as depicted in Fig. 6(a) , the dMERA with χ = 8 and 4 appears to be slightly less accurate than DMRG with χ = 50 and 20 respectively. However in the cases with stronger disorder, ∆ J = 2, 4 as depicted in Fig. 6(b-c) , the dMERA clearly reproduces the entanglement more accurately than DMRG, where the entanglement saturates to a constant for larger blocks. As expected, SDRG also becomes more accurate with stronger disorder, almost matching the entanglement from a χ = 4 dMERA, although still falling short of the χ = 8 case.
The two-point spin correlation functions are plotted in Fig. 7 for a system of 50 sites, averaged over 200 disorder configurations. The dMERA is seen to reproduce the expected algebraic decay of correlations, producing a pattern similar to that from tSDRG but differing in magnitude at longer distances. However, it is not clear which approach is more accurate as both methods seem quite well converged in bond dimension χ.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a generalization of entanglement renormalization for disordered systems, which yields a new class of efficiently contractible tensor network ansatz that we call disordered MERA. A key feature of the dMERA is that the geometry of the network can be adjusted to the specific problem under consideration, whereas previous tensor network ansatzes typically use a fixed network geometry only adjust the content of the tensors to the specific problem. This allows much of the entanglement structure of wavefunction to be captured before the variational optimization of the tensors even begins. Conceptually, the benefit of adjusting the network geometry can easily be understood from an example such as the concentric singlet phase also known as the rainbow state [38, 39] . This state, or something close to it, could easily be represented by a dMERA, but would require exponential growth in bond dimension with system size in order to be represented by a conventional tensor network, such as an MPS or MERA, due to the linear growth of half-chain entanglement entropy.
In practice, the advantage of the this approach was seen in the benchmark results of Sect. V A. Here a dMERA of dimension χ = 2 yielded remarkably accurate results for the XX model, significantly improving over DMRG calculations with χ = 50. The dMERA also seemed to capture the entanglement structure in the disordered Heisenberg model, although a larger bond dimension was required to do so adequately. Accordingly, we expect this method may require further development and refinement before it is viable for more challenging models.
There are many possible extensions and modifications to our proposed approach. In the basic unit cell of the coarse-graining transformation we imposed that the truncated sites were either in a product state, as depicted in Fig. 1(b) , or in a singlet state, as depicted in Fig. 1(c) . In general this could be chosen as any quantum state; for instance a spin trio type state could be used to describe the baryonic states found in Ref. 40 . It could also be possible to use a different metric to determine the geometry of a dMERA, rather than through use of the SDRG as was considered here, allowing the approach to be extended beyond states based on random singlet phases. For instance, one could try to use the mutual information to set the geometry, similar to the proposal in Ref. 41 . Alternatively, it may be possible to design an algorithm that adjusts the network structure automatically during the variational optimization, which remains an interesting avenue for future work.
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AMG would like to thank Norbert Schuch and Rudolf A. Römer for fruitful discussions. Before the update can begin, the Hamiltonian needs to have its energy shifted so that the entire spectrum is negative. This is important to allow the update process to target the ground state, the details of which are discussed in sec. A 5. The shift is performed by diagonalizing the two-site Hamiltonian operators and subtracting the identity multiplied by the largest eigenvalue λ max i,i+1 from each
The sum of the shifts are stored and added to the final energy after minimization to obtain the true ground state energy once more.
The SDRG order
The order in which the coarse-graining blocks are combined to create the full network is given by ordinary SDRG [14] . The algorithm coarse-grains in the order of strongest interaction, renormalizing neighbouring interactions via second order perturbation theory. For more information see [15] and [37] .
The SDRG rules for the XXZ model are as follows: Find the largest coupling J i in the set of coupling strengths. The strongest coupled pair form a singlet to first order. Second order perturbation theory is then used to find an effective couplingJ for the spins either sidẽ
The location i is stored, then the strongest coupled spins are removed, coarse-graining the chain by two sites. This is repeated until there are no remaining sites. The result is a list of the locations of the singlets at each level of coarse-graining as shown in Fig. 3(a) , which can then be used to set the geometry of the tensor network.
The initial tensors
The order of coarse-graining and the maximum allowed χ is used to set the initial state of the tensors. If χ = 2 the network is in the most simple form; all u and w tensors are 2×2×2×2 and unitary, and each coarse graining block is of the form of Fig. 1(c) . Setting these as (1 1 2 ⊗ 1 1 2 ) means that the initial state is the random singlet state. Another option is to generate random numbers to fill the tensors.
The top of the network takes a slightly different form due to the small system size and periodic boundaries. When the system consists of four sites it is only possible to put one coarse-graining block, then the remaining pair of sites will be connected by a singlet. As shown in Fig.  8 , due to the PBCs this second singlet can be considered to be part of the same coarse-graining operation. The full tensor network for a system of 20 sites with χ = 2 is shown in Fig. 3(c) . Notice that this is the network obtained given the order set out in Fig. 3(a) .
If χ > 2 then the network needs to be altered to allow the bond dimensions to grow. By looking at Fig. 1(c) it is clear that if the tensors at the lower levels of the network have χ = 2, then all of the tensors above must do also. Thus the coarse-graining block of Fig. 1(b) is used to increase the dimension of the effective sites. Once the bond dimension is above 2 it can grow using the standard coarse-graining block of Fig. 1(c) . The dimensions and form of the tensors is set in the initialization stage and will then not change during the algorithm.
There are many choices that can be made relating to how to implement the bond dimension increase. We choose to only use the χ-increase block [ Fig. 1(b) ] when no information is to be discarded, this is because this form has been shown to be unreliable at retaining long range interactions with lower bond dimensions. The update is performed without the ρ's so that is is just a coarse-graining of the Hamiltonian. As such, we only update it on the first sweep as the environment will not change as the algorithm progresses. For the rest of the blocks the dimensions of the top two legs of the unitary in the χ-increase block are swapped, e.g. if the bottom two legs have dimensions 2 and 4 then the top legs have 4 and 2. This is to be consistent with the simplified results of the XX model, which show that the unitary has properties similar to a swap tensor. All of these choices have been seen to be more effective as well as being conceptually preferable.
The descending superoperators
The two-site local reduced density matrices {ρ} contain all of the tensors that are above the tensor to be updated so that the process minimizes the energy of the network as a whole. To create the set of ρ's, start at the top and contract down. The tensors of the coarse-graining block make up the descending superoperators, mapping a density matrix on level L to one at level L. The highest level ρ's consist of the four ways of contracting the top block and its conjugate as shown in Fig. 9 , where i is the position of maximum coupling from SDRG when the system is four sites. Here and in the following diagrams the optimal contraction order is found using the netcon function [42] and the contraction itself performed using ncon [43] .
For the next level down there are six sites on the lattice and the ρ's are created by contracting the coarse-graining block to the correct ρ at the level above (labelled as ρ in the figures). There are three sites (i − 1, i and i + 1) that are below ρ i−1 shown in Figs. 10(b,c,d ). The sites either side of the main coarse-graining block, ρ i−2 and ρ i+2 are below ρ i−2 and ρ i respectively as shown in Figs. 10(a,e) . Any sites that are not affected by the coarse-graining block have ρ's copied down from the level above. This is repeated until the bottom of the network creating the necessary ρ's for the updates of all of the tensors. 
The update
The process is much the same as for standard MERA [19] . The update of the unitary and isometries is quadratic in the sense that we want to find, for example, the optimal u and u † at the same time. Unfortunately there is no exact way to perform a general quadratic update, thus the problem is linearized. Linearization here means setting u † as the hermitian conjugate of the current u, so the problem now is just to update u on its own. Once the new tensor has been found the u † is replaced with the new u and the process is repeated until convergence.
The update is the process of finding the tensor, here u, that minimizes the energy of the network as a whole. We call the rest of the network the environment of u, Υ u . The fact that the Hamiltonian tensors contain all of the tensors below the coarse-graining block and the ρ's contain all of the network above makes the contraction of Υ u simply the sum of the three diagrams containing the Hamiltonian components below the u, as shown in Fig.  11 . Notice that the linearization is accomplished by contracting u † into the environment. Then the optimization of u can be stated as
where U is the set of unitary tensors. Because the Hamiltonian is shifted, as mentioned in section A 1, the minimum energy is the negative trace of the singular values of Υ u [44] . Thus u = −V U † where U and V are found by performing a singular value decomposition (SVD) of the environment (Υ u = U SV † ) This is shown in Fig. 12 , where it is clear that this choice of u results in the energy being the negative trace of S. The environment is then re-contracted with the new u † and the process is repeated until convergence. The update of the isometries is effectively the same but with different environment diagrams to be contracted. The environment of w L is given in Fig.  13 and the environment of w R constructed similarly. The main difference to that of u is the i − 2 term, which does not contribute to the environment of u.
The top of the network is again slightly different as there are no ρ's, just the singlets that make up the top, as shown in Fig. 14. This is updated by SVD in the same way as the rest of the tensors. Diagrams for the environments of w L and w R are omitted but are straightforward to recreate.
The ascending superoperators
Once the tensors of a block have been updated the Hamiltonian components are raised to the next level of coarse-graining using ascending superoperators [19] . This is accomplished by applying the block to each Hamiltonian tensor individually. Because the centre three components get mapped onto the same site of the coarsegrained lattice, the new tensor for that site is the sum of these three terms. The tensor network diagrams for this raising operation are shown in Fig. 15 . Expectation values are calculated by applying the coarse-graining blocks on operators. Because the block maps two-site operators on one level to two-site operators on the level above, calculating the expectation values means simply applying the raising operators on the operator in the same way as the Hamiltonian operators during the update. However due to the unitary or isometric properties of the tensors, usually only a fraction of the tensors need to be contracted and the rest cancel to identities. The remaining tensors are said to be in the causal cone of the operator. An example of this is given in Fig. 16 , which shows an operator acting on sites 11 and 12 in the network from Fig. 3(c) . The causal cone is highlighted in blue, the remaining tensors are not involved in the expectation value. This allows expectation values to be calculated in a highly efficient manner.
The diagrams for the raising operation are effectively the same as those in Fig. 15 except the summation of terms in (a) is unnecessary as the expectation value will only include one of the three diagrams at each level. The numerical result of the expectation value is found when the top is contracted, as shown in Fig. 17 . The leading order cost is O(χ 7 ), but can be O(χ 6 ) for operators at some sites in some network geometries. Single-site operators can be expressed as two-site operators via tensor product with an identity. The expectation values of which can then be contracted using the same diagrams as before. This is the most practical method as a single-site operator will be mapped to two sites by the coarse-graining block anyway.
Two-point correlation functions
Correlation functions are calculated by applying the coarse-graining blocks on the two operators independently just as single-and two-site expectation values. As before, only the tensors within the causal cone need to be contracted. However, at some point in the process the two sites will be joined by a single block. This is the point at which the causal cones of the two operators join, as shown in Fig. 18 . The joining means that the calculation of two-point correlation functions can be significantly more costly than a single-site operator. This additional expense was also observed for standard MERA and was one of the reasons for the development of ternary MERA as opposed to the original binary variant [19] . The reason is that when the two operators meet the outcome is not necessarily another two-site operator. For the ternary MERA case however, there are choices of sites where the cost is O(χ 8 ). This is when the two sites are at the centre leg of the isometry, i.e. at separations r = 3 Fig. 16 , the causal cone is highlighted in blue. The two sites will be joined by a single coarse-graining block at the point when the causal cones of the two sites meet.
O(χ 8 ). For dMERA the problem can not be so simply worked around. When performing calculations for disordered systems, discarding individual correlations will result in errors in the averaging and therefore losing the characteristic power law of the random singlet phase. It is therefore necessary to calculate correlations between all pairs of sites or discard all data for a given separation r if one is too costly to compute.
When the operators in dMERA meet the possible outcomes are two-, three-and four-site operators, as shown in the tensor network diagrams of Figs. 19(a-f) . The raising of two-site operators is the same as in sec. B 1, threeand four-site operators are shown in Figs. 19(g-l) and 19(m-t) respectively. The expectation value of the correlation function is finally determined by contraction with the top of the network as shown in Fig. 20 . In full, the cost of a calculating a two-point correlation function can be between O(χ 6 ) and O(χ 11 ) depending on the sites and structure of the network. As mentioned in sec. B 1, for algorithmic simplicity a single site-operator is encoded in a two-site operator by tensor product with an identity. This suggests that there are two ways of encoding the each operator: O i ⊗ 1 1 i+1 and 1 1 i−1 ⊗ O i . Due to the fact that the network is inhomogeneous, this choice of encoding can affect the cost of contracting the correlation function. It is therefore important to choose the operator encoding that minimizes the cost.
Entanglement entropy
The entanglement entropy S A of a region A given by
where ρ A is the reduced density matrix, obtained by tracing over region B. The contraction of ρ A in general is inefficient as the computational complexity grows exponentially with system size. The construction of the dMERA wavefunction makes the problem significantly easier as we only need to contract the tensors that join blocks A and B [12, 45] , as illustrated by Fig. 21 . This makes it possible to calculate S A when χ and L are relatively small. We note that in all cases the entanglement is still captured by the tensor network and it is just the calculation of the entropy that is problematic.
Appendix C: Energy minimization of the XX model
As discussed in sec. V A, dMERA for the χ = 2 XX model has a simplified form where the u tensors have no variables and the w L,R have one angle each. The number of parameters in this tensor network is then L−3. This number comes from the fact that there are L/2 − 1 coarse-graining blocks as the top one is trivial, each containing two w tensors. The final pair of angles are also correlated; the difference between the two being the only free parameter. The update process can be performed by simply differentiating to find the minimum energy. For example, we require the minimum energy
Writing the environment Υ, and w as matrices as in Eq. 
where Υ i,j are elements of the environment. Differentiation shows that the stationary points are at tan θ = Υ 2,3 − Υ 3,2 Υ 2,2 + Υ 3,3 ,
and the second derivative is used to find if it is a maximum or minimum. The environment is then rebuilt with the new w and the process is repeated until convergence. Fig. 18 , the tensors that are completely within either subsystem to not need to be contracted as they do not contribute to the entanglement entropy.
